The notion of stable atmospheric layers is a classical idealization used for understanding 25 atmospheric dynamics and thermodynamics. Using state of the art drop sonde data and using 26 conditional, dynamical and convective stability criteria we show that each apparently stable 27 layer is actually composed of a hierarchy of unstable layers themselves with embedded stable 28 sublayers, each with unstable sub-sub layers etc. i.e. in a Russian doll-like fractal hierarchy. We 29 therefore argue that the notion is untenable and must be replaced by modern scaling notions. 30 31 32
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. When N 2 >0 the particle will oscillate about its initial position with 66 frequency N, the atmosphere is stable. On the contrary, when N 2 <0, the particle will accelerate 67 away from its equilibrium position, the atmosphere is locally unstable. Since the result neglects 68 the possible destabilizing effect of condensation of water vapor, N 2 >0 implies only 69 "conditional" stability. In a humid atmosphere, the same argument can be made taking into 70 account the latent heat released by condensation of humidity, the "convective instability" 71 criterion is the same with the "equivalent" potential temperature θ E replacing the potential 72 temperature θ and N E replacing N; both criteria are used below.
73
The above analysis assumes that the air surrounding the parcel is motionless; N 2 >0, 74 N E 2 >0 are static stability criteria. However the atmosphere typically has large vertical shears,
75
we must consider the dynamical stability. Surprisingly, this was actually considered somewhat 76 earlier by [Richardson, 1920] who noted that buoyancy tended to stabilize shear flows and he , 1985] , [Hovde, et al., 2007] so that the 90 derivatives defining both N 2 and s 2 appeared to diverge as the layers became thinner and thinner recently [Dalaudier, et al., 1994] , [Muschinski and Wode, 1998 ], thin (even sub metric) steplike structures called "sheets" were discovered in otherwise supposedly smoothly varying 94 structures. Similar results have been reported in the ocean [Gregg, 1991] , [Osborne, 1998] .
95
In order to see if we could define smoothly varying stable layers, we used state-of-the-art Finally, the concept of a stable layer plays a central role in synoptic meteorology not 175 only through thermodynamic diagrams, but more importantly through the product of N 2 with the 176 absolute vorticity, i.e. the potential vorticity, PV. PV maps are interpreted with the help of 177 balance conditions which are only strictly valid in stable layers [Hoskins, et al., 1985] . At the 178 moment PV analyses are mostly used in modeling the large scales with vertical resolutions such 179 that layers are stable. However, as the models improve in resolution we may anticipate that the 
